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Jam in the morning, jam at noon,
Bread and jam by the light of the moon.
Jam . . . is . . . very . . . nice.
from Bread and Jam For Frances
Russell Hoban

In the long fields, I leave my father's eye;
And shake the secrets from my deepest bones;
My spirit rises with the rising wind;
I'm thick with leaves and tender as a dove.
— Theodore Roethke
What Can I Tell My Bones?
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Sonya Lazarevic

The Real-Time Piece
Albie Nash

Reality is your father's pocket watch
dangling on a long golden chain into
the dusty gap of generations.
It used to gird grandfather's arabian stomach
and ride like a gleaming scarab in his
cigar choked pocket. And some day, when you're ready,
it will be swinging madly from your heart,
tick-tocking louder than you can lubdub.
But you're far too curious, and one day
when father has gone away and left the sacred watch
on the dresser, you climb up on a chair
and sneak it off to your room.
There, you dismantle reality carefully
learning precisely how each tiny gear works,
and you study the contents for hours strewn
about your bed like the intestines of an opal.
Then, like a mystical undertaker
applying better than life make-up to a corpse,
you reassemble it
and find that it no longer ticks, but
you're not mournful because now you know
how everything works
and your heart, which is still beating faithfully,
knows why.
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Oyster Fishing
Albie Nash

You're just a pearl
of belly-button fuzz
smoothed to perfection
in an oyster shaped navel
And I'm just a pearl diver
searching in the sea
that sings in your hips
Eureka!
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The Artist of Colors
Nick Hutchinson

Today I saw him,
In his axle garden,
Painting wheels,
Happy as an old man could be.
Humming,

Jigging,
He spun them,
Leaving streaks of cloud and leaf,
Dazzling,
Mad as autumn.
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First Hints of Spring
Noah Reibel
I 1HIS house is wooden. It is, all of it, made of wood. When I walk
JL on the floor, it creaks. Sometimes. It isn't creaking now. I am
not walking on the floor. I am lying on the couch. I am watching the
fireplace. In the fireplace, the logs pop and crackle; the flames lick
along the bark. I made this fire, and now it's sending me to sleep.
I hear murmurs from across the room. They belong to my mother.
She is talking to my Dad on the far side of the room, where the dining
room area is. I am in the living room area. There are no walls to
separate one area from the other. The second floor of this house is
very big and very open. When the sun is out, there is lots of light and
it streams through the window making pretty patterns on the floor.
There is no light now. It is snowing and cold. So I made a fire, and
now I'm trying to overhear a conversation between my Mom and
Dad. They are talking on the phone on the other side of this very
large room in our house. My house. They are talking about who will
have the kids over Spring break. I know that Dad was hoping to take
a sailing trip with Ellen. Mom is telling Dad that he'll just have to put
it off, because she has already booked a flight to California to see her
friend, Gail. Mom says she deserves a vacation of her own once in a
while. Says why can't the boys go sailing too. Says she doesn't see the
problem. Says somebody's got to look after the boys.
Actually, it really isn't the boys anymore. It's just the boy; me. Alex
is in college and can take care of himself. I can't go sailing. I get
seasick. Mom calls me over. Says Dad wants to speak to me. I get up
and creak across the room to where my mother is standing —phone in
one hand. She covers the speaker. "Will you tell him?" she mouths
distinctly. "He clearly won't listen to me." I take the phone. I lift it to
my ear. I say, "Hello?"
"Hey there."
"Hi."
"How's everything?" he says.
"Everything's fine."
"Happy New Year," he says.
"Yeah, Happy New Year."
"Went to Ellen's big New Year's Eve party last night," he says.
"Oh, yeah? Did you have a nice time?"
r
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"It was nice."
"Good." I am watching a wasp. It is walking across the glass panels
— one of three glass panels which comprise the sliding door which
opens onto the porch. The wasp is larger than my thumb. It is walk
ing from the lower left corner to the upper right. It is walking in a
crooked fashion. The path it makes is quite uneven. I look past the
wasp. Outside it is snowing.
He says, "It must be beautiful up there."
"It's snowing."
"Oh . . . remember how much you used to love playing in the snow
when you were little?"
"Yeah."
"Made your snowman yet?"
"No."
"Well, Happy New Year."
"Yeah, Happy New Year."
I hang up the phone. On my left, the fly swatter hangs from a nail
beneath a window. I take the swatter. I wrap my fingers tightly around
its arm. I walk over to the panel. I squeeze the arm of the swatter —
feel the wire press into my palm. I watch the wasp move. It does not
fly. Wasps usually don't when they are in the house. I pull the swatter
back. Flick wrist. The wasp crushes against the panel and drops to the
wooden floor. It leaves a smudge on the glass. I walk to the living
room area, still clutching the flyswatter. The couch where I had been
lying is not empty. My mom is lying in it. Her eyes are shut. I am
standing.
"I killed a wasp."
"Good."
"It's easy. They don't fly."
"Be sure to put the flyswatter back where you found it."
I replace the swatter on the nail underneath the window. I go back
to the living room area, and I lie down on the rug beneath the couch.
I say, "How are you feeling?"
"Better."
"Back?"
"Yeah. I woke up this morning and I stood up and I just got the
sharpest pain right here." She puts her hand on her back to indicate
the area she is talking about.
"Try to take it easy for a while."
"Boy, if I hurt my back that could definitely put a damper on the
holidays."
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"Yeah."
I am lying on the rug in the living room area. I can feel the floor
beneath me. I can hear the fire sputtering behind me, but only faintly.
I can see the windows above me. Outside it is snowing. Inside I am
wishing this were the last day of winter.
"Dad, do you want to come make a snowman?" Then louder.
"DAD, DO YOU WANT TO COME MAKE A SNOWMAN?"
"Not right now." He is upstairs. I am downstairs in the living area.
I am wearing my red scarf and my big blue down coat. I like my big
blue down coat because it is like my big orange sleeping bag. Some
times feathers will come out of my coat and I will blow them into the
air. I will blow and blow and blow but soon they will fall and I won't
bother to pick them up again. Also, I am wearing my striped moon
boots and watching the fire. Watching the fire makes me all hot, and
my scarf itches too. I walk over to the stairs. When I walk on the
wooden floor my moon boots clomp. Clomp, clomp, clomp. I hope
everyone hears me clomp. I look down the stairs. I shout, "Alex, do
you want to come outside and play in the snow?"
"ALEX DO YOU WANT TO COME OUTSIDE AND PLAY
IN THE SNOW?"
Then I hear Mom upstairs, "Alex doesn't want to play in the snow.
He's sleeping."
I clomp outside.
I am lying in the snow and I am watching a cloud. The cloud is the
big puffy kind; not the gray type. I am making a snow-angel. To
make a snow-angel all you have to do is lie down in the snow and
wave your arms and legs up and down real fast. Then you try to get
up without leaving foot marks and look at your snow-angel. My snowangel is not that good. It is not as good as Alex's. Alex's is bigger and
deeper. Also, there is snow on my neck. It drips down my back and I
do not like it. What I do like is making snowmen. I like rolling a
snowball around until it gets very big and then looking at the track it
made. The snowman I make is very good. It is also very big. It is so
big that I almost can't get the head on top. I look back at the house. It
looks like a frosted gingerbread house. There is snow on the roof near
the red house, below the yellow gate. I think of his wet tongue, pressed
down fur, and warm nostrils. I like his warm nostrils very much,
especially in the winter. I like this friend very much. I watch the white
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which is very far. I watch the hills which are as far as I can see. I
wonder what sound my moon boots would make there.
When I awake, my Mother is no longer lying on the couch. Out
side of the window it is no longer snowing. Behind me the fire
wheezes. Turning onto my stomach, I see the final embers. They re
lease a faint glow. I watch that glow and I listen. Silence. There is no
one in this house. I heave my torso into an upright position. I push
my body up. I stand. I waver. I walk. I walk to the kitchen table by
the phone. On a small yellow pad there is a message: "Went shop
ping. Be back in an hour, L. Mom." I sit in a stool at the table. I put
my hand to my forehead. I wonder how long ago she left. Looking
out of the glass sliding doors on the other side of the room, shadows
cross themselves perpendicularly at sharp angles. The world is steel
gray, and the snow beneath is silver. At the bottom of the sliding
doors lie assorted carcasses of flies and wasps. They are dotted forms
on the wooden floor. They are food for spiders. I consider sweeping
them up. I will not. I will put on my boots. I will walk in the snow.
Water froze on the pond very early in the season this year. It seems
like ages since I last saw sunlight and icicles hanging from the sides.
I've never had a frosted gingerbread house. Last year I wanted the
one with the M & M doorknob and the lifesaver windows, but my
Mom said it was too expensive and would only give me a stomach
ache. She bought me a gingerbread man. But it wasn't as good. I look
at my house and try to pretend it is a frosted gingerbread home. I try
to pretend it is the biggest frosted gingerbread home in the world. But
it doesn't work. My house is made of wood. I want to go in my home
and get Alex. I want him to see my snowman. I want to double-dare
him to make one better. I want him to try. I want my Dad to be a
judge in a BEST SNOWMAN CONTEST ... and I want to win. I
want to win a big frosted gingerbread home with M & M doorknobs
and lifesaver windows . . . But I won't get Alex. If I woke him he d tell
Mom, and I'd get in trouble. Anyway, I don't really want to have a
snowman contest. What I really want to do is see my friend.
I am at the big yellow fence. The big yellow fence is actually not
that big. We just call it the big yellow fence. It is big enough to go
from one side of the dirt road to the other . . . which is not very far.
The big yellow fence is at the end of houses where people we know
live. It is also where my Mom wants me not to go past alone. She
says, "Don't go past the big yellow fence alone." My friend lives after
the big yellow fence. He lives down by the small red house . Mom
says, "Especially don't go down by the small red house."
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"Why not?" I ask.
She says, "Because we haven't been invited."
I tell her that my friend couldn't invite us. She says, too bad and
that I'll have to play with Danny. I hate playing with Danny. Danny
always wants to fight.
The big yellow fence is almost always swung open, and it is swung
open now . It is old and made of wood and the yellow paint is always
peeling off. You cannot touch the yellow fence because of the
splinters. I once touched it and got so many splinters in my hand. I
hate splinters. They hurt very much to get out. I did not want to take
the splinters out, but my Mom said she once knew a boy who didnt
take out his splinters for so long that his fingers got infected and fell
off. So I took mine out. Anyway, I am allowed to go to the pond —
even though it is a little after the fence. The pond belongs to us and
some people we know. So, it's o.k. The pond is across from the big
Farm House lawn. The Farm House is to the right of the yellow
fence. The Farm House is old. Some people say it was built during
the Civil War —which makes it very old. The Farm House is also
where we play flashlight tag on dark nights.
In the summer the pond is always crowded. All the people we know
come and sit around the pond, and we come too. All the parents read.
And all the kids play and make lots of noise in the pond. I also go into
the pond. I go in my floaties. My floaties are yellow. My mom blows
them up and then pushes them on my arm. Even though I have float
ies, I am not allowed to go where I can't stand. Alex does not wear
floaties. Soon I will learn to swim, and then I too will not have to wear
floaties. When I can swim well, I will go where I can't stand. Alex gets
to go where he can't stand. All old people get to go where they cant
stand.
Anyway, I like the pond better in the winter. In the winter the
pond is frozen and people skate on it. I skate on it, too. I am a very
good skater and I like to do figure 8's. Now there are no skaters.
There is only the pond and it is frozen and covered with snow. I like
to walk on the pond. Mom says not to walk out on a frozen pond
alone. She says the ice could break and I could drown. I don t want to
drown, but I plod onto the middle of the pond anyway.
When I plod along in my moon boots, the snow at my feet swishes.
Swish, swish, swish is the noise I make when I walk to the middle of
the pond. When I get to the middle of the pond I stand and look down
at the snow. I like snow a lot; but the thing about snow is that it melts.
You can't really love snow — because it just melts. Sometimes I hold a
little between my thumb and finger to see it melt. I like snow, but
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soon, when Mom brings me up from the city, it will all be green.
That's when it's spring. In spring you can't walk on the pond, because
it's not frozen. You can't swim in it, because it's too cold. Spring's o.k.
though.
In the middle of the frozen pond, I can see very far. I can see for
miles —hundreds, thousands maybe. All I see is white and a few black
lines. I can see more white than I've ever seen in my entire life. I
think of my friend who lives refracting off its rippled surface. Here,
on the edge of the pond, the wind spins in circles. It whips snow this
way and then hurls it that way. I watch the surface. The ice extends
from the reeds at one end of the pond all the way to the rocks at the far
end.
I am taking steps toward the center. Wind in my ears. Snow
brushes my feet. Peeled-open eyes begin to dry, begin to tear.
And I am thinking of earlier —in the morning, looking out the window in my
room, in the bottom of a wooden house. It had been quite warm and sunlight had
laid itself neatly upon the floor. A swallow had teetered uneasily in the bush. A
parcel of green had thrust itself boldly out from the blanketing snow and into the
bright morning sunshine. Change in color and contrasting light dances . . . First
hints of spring, I'd thought . . .
Feet moving on ice. I can see it: weight crushing, cracks in the sur
face, separating mass. My body plunges deep into the water. I will
not take another step. I will not leave the shore. It's not that I mind
drowning. I just don't want to be cold.
I am not standing. I am not walking. I am kneeling by the side of
the road. I am thinking of other times. There is a small red house
across the field on my right. At my knees there is a snow covered
mound. I am thinking of the city, where winter is shoveled to the side
and discarded.
She'd been very cold and her frost-bitten fingers had traced circles
on the table's surface. Her features were not particularly striking, but
I'd thought her very beautiful nonetheless. Streaks of blond hair cut
horizontally across her face. But what first caught my attention were
her eyes. I'd sat across from her, talking quietly and watching the mist
curl up from her coffee. She'd been talking about a movie she'd seen
which had caught her interest. Looking up from the table at me, her
eyes had brightened and flashed a color green. Her eyes were soft and
deep like the way she spoke, and for that brief moment they'd been in
escapable. And I'd known that she could do that whenever she felt the
need to do. And she'd done it then. And I think it's time to go back to
the city and find out about eyes like those. Soon, maybe.
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I am still kneeling in the snow. I watch the house. The small red
house lies just below the yellow fence which marks the end of the com
munity. I do not see any signs of use down here by the small red
house. Some people say the house is always vacant. But you can't
believe that. I've seen it. Late nights down here by the road, I've seen
lights in the window, and a dark silhouette will occasionally sweep by.
I hat's just what I mean. You can't believe all the stories you hear.
Especially not all the ones about the occupant of the small red house.
Beat his wife with a chair." "Life sentence in local prison." "Under
security in mental home in the Berkshires." I don't really believe any
of them. Still, I've never seen a single person outside here. Not
anywhere in the vicinity of this house.
1 used to have this dream: just a boy playing with that dog. Tossing
the stick. I he dog leaps. Halts. Fetches. And each time hurling the
stick further, testing his arm, testing the dog. Tossing the stick as far
as it would go. It disappears into the woods, and the dog, too, after it.
And he wouldn't see the dog again. After a while, he walks to the
woods to fetch that dog. Never finding that dog, lost and frightened in
the woods. 1he boy was lost for a very long time.
I don't have that dream anymore. Now I dream of faraway places
and the girl with bright eyes.
I brush the snow off the top of the mound. No grass has grown
here in many years since I made it.
Kneeling here in the snow, I am utterly aware. It is quite dark
now. I can see only in shadows. I can hear the faint roar of a car
ascending the narrow dirt road far below. I can feel the snow melting
beneath my knees. It sends shivers up my spine. I will rest here a little
longer.
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After Her Wedding
Julie Emig

She lies in bed and sings
Carols to her body, fingering her
Breasts as the silky velvet
Pup licks her fingers.
She is growing a little fat.
This one kisses her new man to work.
She has fluff in her nose. Every
Morning after he vrooms vrooms vrooms
Away, she sneezes out the fuzz, plucks
Lint with her tweezers.
Dust flies in the kitchen as
She spins over the speckled tiles.
Perhaps if she gyrates enough,
She'll reach past the wedding dress,
Bite into the flesh beneath the lace.
Who knows?
Maybe an old lover will come
To call. But most likely, it will
Be her mother, bearing soap, on-sale
Towels, and instructions to lie
Patiently on the bottom in the sweet,
Unconnected night.
It will stop soon enough.
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A Mennonite at the
Early Morning Market
Melissa A. Wiley

At the early morning market,
produce glistens on old card tables.
Fresh fruit, picked perfect, plump,
ripe to the rind, beckons
those passing by.
The lady who sells them
is simple and plain.
A black cotton dress,
modest and ironed.
A matching bonnet,
starched to frame
an ivory face
and tightly knotted bun.
Nothing's out of place,
purity refined.
I stare at the apples,
my stomach growls loudly.
Uncombed hair casts shadows
over my made-up face.
Torn jeans, and a T-shirt
fall loosely over
hips and shoulders.
"10<p — Red Delicious"
reads the cardboard sign.
I hand her a grimy coin,
ashamed.
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She smiles, knowing,
ever so slightly;
Watches me walk away quickly,
and sink my soul
into the sweetness.
The juices sticky
my fingers and run down my chin.
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The Reunion
Shannon Y. Yentzer
J_JE came running out of the bar, drink still in hand. He had seen
er passing by through the window that read from the inside
"BUP S'YHPRUM." He stood and watched her as she walked, swing
ing her briefcase. After waiting until she had almost reached the cor
ner, he called her name.
She heard and turned toward him as the late rush hour traffic crawled
by on its way home. She blinked once and then recognized him.
"Mark?"
"Sarah, God. I haven't seen you in a while." His glass was half empty,
and he looked down at it self-consciously. "And I've been meaning to
call you. To wish you 'Happy Birthday.' "
His hair was still brown, and it still curled artlessly against his col
lar. "Nice that you remembered, Mark, but that was last month."
"Yeah, I remember, March fifteenth. How could I forget?" He
smiled his best Tom Selleck grin, and it still flashed. "Do you want to
come inside?" He gestured toward the open door of the bar with his
scotch. "It's still happy hour."
"You were always good at keeping track of time," she noted, and
shifted her briefcase to her left hand. "No, I can't join you, sorry. I've
got to get home."
"I can't believe how much you've grown .. . ."
"As long as you don't add, 'into a lovely young woman,' I'll take
that as a compliment."
"That's how I meant it," he said sipping from his half empty glass.
"F mean the job and all. New apartment, too?"
"Yes, on Third Street."
A Buick honking its horn at a Honda startled her. "Well, you look
happy, ' she said, "and it looks like maybe you put on a few pounds."
She had immediately regretted saying it, but he took it goodnaturedly, "That's married life for you."
"So how is Sylvia," she asked, "and your son? Todd, is that his
name?"
He looked down at his drink. "Yeah. He's great . . . and Sylvia,
too."
"Good."
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He flashed a smile again, "You know, you really look great. Life
seems to be agreeing with you."
"Thanks, Mark," she responded mildly.
He drained the second-to-last gulp of scotch, and then asked, "So
how's she doing?"
"My mother?" she said redundantly. "She's fine —and so is Doug."
"You know, I really had a hard time when she and I broke up."
"I know. I'm sorry."
"I went on a binge that lasted two weeks."
"Very impressive."
"No. She really hurt me."
"I'm sure it was painful for you."
He paused, as if thinking, "Do you think she regrets it?"
"I couldn't speak for her, even if I needed to."
"Sure, I understand, but what do you think? I mean, how do you
think she feels?"
"I don't know, really."
"Yeah, okay."
As he looked at her, he rattled the now dry ice cubes in his glass.
She laughed nervously.
"Did I already tell you how good you look?"
"Yes, thank you."
"No," he said, smiling again; this time, at her. "I mean it."
"Thanks. I'm sure you do."
"I like your hair this way," and he reached out to touch it. "Keeping
any boyfriends waiting in the wings?"
She closed her eyes. "No, not really."
"Oh, you're probably just being secretive." Rubbing her brown
hair between his fingers, "You can tell me; come on. After all, I have
known you since you were twelve."
"Yes, I remember." She had meant to pull away a minute before,
but the intention was forgotten. "Really, Mark, there's nothing going
on."
"Are you sure you can't come in?" he repeated his earlier invitation.
I have some friends inside, and you and I, we could talk about old
times."
"Do you really want to relive your youth so badly?"
"What do you mean?"
"Mark, why do you want to talk to me?"
"I miss you sometimes."
"Right."
"I mean it."
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"I'm sure you do."
He muttered something.
"What?"
"Nothing." His brown eyes, they shined in the light.
A man in a blue suit opened the door of the bar and leaned out.
"Mark, what the hell are you doing out here?"
"I'll be there in a minute."
He walked outside to stand beside her. "Aren't you going to intro
duce me to your new friend?"
"Old friend," he corrected softly, "old friend." And then, in a louder
voice, "Yeah, sure. Ron, this is Sarah. And vice versa."
Ron grinned at her, "You coming inside for a drink?"
"No, I don't think so."
"Please, Sarah . . ." Mark beseeched quietly.
Ron looked over at his friend and then to Sarah. "How can you
resist a face like that?"
Mark grinned, and reached out to take her hand. His was warm
and his fingers played with the gold ring she was wearing on her mid
dle finger. "You still have this?"
"Why wouldn't I?"
"I don't know — "
"Well, what's the verdict," Ron asked impatiently, "are you two
coming in, or what?"
"We'll be inside in a minute." Mark said, and she turned her face
up quickly to look at him.
"See you, then; I have a drink waiting for me." He disappeared
back into the bar.
"You still have it, I figured your mother would've taken it."
"It wasn't worth it to her, I'm sure."
"Really, you don't think so?"
She was silent.
"Maybe you're right."
"I'm sorry."
"For what?"
"I don't know . . . ."
"It's okay. Not your fault, I guess."
"No." She felt her eyes beginning to water.
"I need another drink." The ice had melted in his glass and he looked
at her almost accusingly. "Sarah, come inside with me."
"Mark, I really can't — " she started slowly before he stepped in
closer to her, and she fell silent.
"Sarah," he touched her cheek, her hair, her neck, "please?"
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"No — " She started to pull back but his hand was so warm. It held
her without even trying, without even moving.
"We need to talk. It won't take long, really. Trust me." He reached
down for her hand.
"Well, maybe just one drink. If you promise it won't take too long."
And she allowed him to take her hand and lead the way.
She waited for him to find his keys, and tried half-heartedly to clear
her head from the comfortable wine-induced haze. She wanted him in
some small way, and she always had; that was the trouble.
"Where did you say Sylvia was?"
"Virginia Beach, for the weekend. She took Todd with her."
"So you two are happy together?"
"Sure."
The door was open now, and they walked into the house.
"Then what am I doing here?"
"Anything you want."
His lines didn't bother her so much as the fact that there was no one
here to stop them. No mother who might come home at any moment.
No brother to bribe into silence. It reminded her of the first single
room she'd had in college. Absolute liberty. And she couldn't imagine
what he would do with such freedom.
"Come upstairs," and he pulled her along behind him, his hand
around her wrist.
The bedroom was done in the latest pseudo-Mexican colors; pale
earth tones insipidly covered the bed. He reached to take her coat
from her shoulders, and she instinctively pulled it close.
"Relax," he said, with his ever-ready grin. "You know you can trust
me."
She thought of their late night talks; how he had held her when she
couldn't sleep; how he had told her she was beautiful when no one else
would; how he had been the first to touch her.
And then she let him take her coat off.

"Untitled"
Christopher Hyde

I will not begin to conceive
you a love poem.
Desperate
hoary headed
fools (and young men)
write love poems.
Stroking laden pens
onto empty sheets.
Conjuring the image,
a silent, yielding woman.
I will not begin to conceive
you a love poem.
I hope only to hear
the echo of your voice
return again to caress my ear.
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Clay
Natalie Blake

My childhood — so precious in my hands;
I turn it round and feel its smoothness —
Toughened fingers
Pressing out the bumps,
The ripples,
The grains of sand.
I make it round and deep —
Capacity to hold.
Will it have a
neatly
closed
flat
rim;
No expectation and undemanding?
Or with a
wide
embracing
lip?
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Dick and Jane on Tuesdays
Jennifer Barton

j

ANE kicks Dick for the second time on Tuesday afternoon. She can't
stand Dick on Tuesday afternoons. Dick has bruises on his knees
from where he hits the concrete when he falls. Jane kicks his calves,
and Dick cannot stand. Dick, why do you play with Jane on Tues
days, when you know that she hates you? When you know that she
will kick you? But Jane, Jane is my sister. We always play on Tues
days. Dick loves his sister.
Jane kicks Dick on Tuesday afternoons. Jane needs to kick some
one. Jane fails her exam in reading comprehension. She fails her
spelling tests. She cannot spell the days of the week. Jane cannot spell
Tuesday.
Jane listens to her parent's Beatles album on Tuesday night before
she goes to bed. She knows the words to every song on the album.
Dick sits outside the room where Jane listens and rubs his knees and
hums the words that Jane sings. Jane does not know that Dick listens
to her sing. Jane thinks she is alone with the Beatles.
Dick stays awake and looks at the ceiling of his bedroom on Tuesnights. Dick cannot sleep because of his knees and because of the
tune he cannot get out of his head. Jane sleeps sound in the next
room. Jane dreams of fields.
daY

The sun shines during the day in the fields. The grass has the color
of gold in the bright daylight. Jane wears a blue dress with white dots.
She is sitting in the center of the field. Her eyes are closed. The wind
that moves the grass moves Jane's hair across her closed eyes. There is
no sound in the dream. But Jane hums in her room. Dick listens to
the soft sounds through the thin walls.
Jane wakes on Wednesday morning before her brother. The day
outside consists of clear blue sky with loose leaves fluttering do wn
from the trees. The bus to school stops in front of Dick and Jane's
house and then pulls away. Jane grabs her lunch, grabs Dick's hand,
and lays her shoulder into the screen door leading to the back porch.
She stands and looks at the cloudless sky and the trees leaning to the
right in the wind. Jane tells Dick that they are too late for the bus.
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The path to the field lies behind the white house on Caves Road.
Jane knows where it leads, but does not tell Dick. He follows her
without saying anything. The leaves crunch under their shoes. Jane
walks fast. She only looks straight ahead. Dick looks back. For dogs,
he thinks.
A sharp howl cuts through the wind. He stops. Jane pulls at her
brother without turning around. She is tempted to strike him, but
does not. She wants to protect him. Jane pulls at him again and says,
"It's very far away." He listens to his sister and follows her again.
They are nearing the field. Jane can see the gold light between the
trees ahead of them. She smiles to herself.
Dick hums the Beatles, and Jane does not notice. He isn't worried
about missing the schoolbus like he was before at the house. Now he
doesn't care. He runs ahead of Jane. His feet land on the dry leaves
and the bumpy roots of trees. The blur of green, red, yellow, orange,
brown runs by his face, and in front of him the scene moves up and
down.
Dick thinks of Spot. He thinks of Spot running through the grass
on their land. Dick remembers the way Spot's tongue hangs out of his
mouth, dripping, his red gums flapping up and down. Dick opens his
mouth and breathes in the air moving past him. His arms swing and
dangle from his shoulders as he runs, as if they were not a part of him.
Dick feels nothing but the unevenness of the dirt underneath his feet.
Jane runs in her dress. The blue ruffle catches on her knees. She
cannot get enough breath, but has to catch up to Dick. Her face
shines red with anger. She will strike him now. She stops by his heav
ing body and stares out over the tall yellow grass. Dick and Jane
breathe in the sweet smell of the field and the wind. Jane turns to look
at the black space between the trees where they ran in the field. She
then looks up at the sky and closes her eyes. Falling back into the
grass she grabs Dick's hand, and he falls down beside her. The dry
brown stems bend under their weight, and their two still bodies re
shape the field's design. Dick feels the broken grass jabbing into his
back. Jane tries to lift her leg to kick him, and grab grass to throw in
his eyes. Jane cannot move.
There is no sound in the dream.

JENNIFER BARTON
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Dick wakes up on Wednesday morning and does his spelling at the
breakfast table. He waits to hear Jane come pounding down the stairs
before he shoves the paper into his bookbag. She comes down late to
day. Dick yells up the stairs at her. Spot barks after him. Jane walks
in the kitchen wearing her favorite dress. She does not look at Dick.
Jane has another spelling test today. Dick sits quietly on the bus
next to his sister. He looks out the window. Jane stares down at the
blue skirt of her favorite dress. The bus hits holes and bumps in the
road, and a wave of noise from the screaming schoolchildren rises and
falls with the motion of the bus. Jane starts to cry.
She has not studied for her spelling exam, she tells Dick. Jane sucks
in the schoolbus air, and the smell of the green vinyl seat rides deep
into her nose. Dick tries to comfort her by lying, "Neither have I.
She knows he is lying. Dick has never failed a spelling test. Jane
wants to kick Dick. Jane cries even harder. The other kids on the bus
look at Jane and Dick.
Jane closes her eyes, and Dick hums. Dick cannot understand why
Jane would cry so much over a dumb spelling test. If only he could
take Jane's spelling test, then everyone on the bus wouldn't look at
them. Dick tells Jane to be quiet. He takes the bag from underneath
her arms on her lap, slowly opens the bag, and takes out the book
with yellow and orange stripes. Dick flips through the pages. Jane
twists and lunges to grab the book from him, but Dick swings away
from her into the aisle, smiling.
Jane has stopped crying. She listens to Dick say the words then
pause, waiting for her response. Sunday. Monday. Jane closes her
eyes to the words. She says them in her mind, she tries to see them.
The field comes back to her. And why she could not move. She woke
up.
Tue..sday. Wed..nes..day. You have to say it funny to remember
it Jane. They laugh together. Dick and Jane miss the bus coming
home. Dick leads them through backyards and fields of weeds and tall
grass. The weeds scratch at Jane's legs. Bright red lines on white skin.
Jane feels them itch. She thinks of Dick's knees and pretends not to
feel the coarse stems against her calves. She starts to hum. Jane
follows Dick out of the field onto the sidewalk. Jane picks burrs out of
the ruffle on her dress.
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Wednesday night Jane dreams of Spot and Dick in the field spelling
the days of the week out loud. The letters spell across the sky. Their
eyes are closed to the sun shining bright.
Jane runs home on Thursday. The lined paper flaps in the wind.
The red marker letters read through to the other side, backwards:
GOOD. Jane's face beams with pride. She cannot wait to tell Dick.
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Song
Amanda Albrecht

I

take these hands
and lift them high
though clouds blow past
an azure sky
my love has falling stars
caught in his eyes
and I am weeping . . .
I

II

Touching waves
I think of you, child.
A lithesome girl
with wide blue eyes
running fast
through grass-greened hills . . .
wait one more morning
the fog will rise

the fog
will rise
III
take these hands
Winds will ease us
and lift them high
to the night
though clouds blow past
Closed in by doors

3°
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AMANDA ALBRECHT

an azure sky
my voice will slip
my love fears falling
through wooden cracks
stars
to dark dimmed rooms
which tear
where one awaits
his eyes
the calling
are you
No more anguish,
still weeping?
lying here
take these hands
hold
them
high
my love
no longer
cries

For I am sleeping
and we are touching
softly,
. . . softly
touching
a goodbye
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Courtney Kealy

Hika wishes to announce the following prizes
to be awarded in the Spring, 1989 Issue:
The Denham SutclifF Prize
for non-fiction prose
The Edgar Collings Bogardus Prize
for poetry
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize
for short fiction
The John C. Neff Prize
for drama
The Rahming Prize
for art

Co-editors: Amanda Albrecht and Renee Staton
Business Manager: Kirsten Holzheimer
Art Editor: Heather Goodspeed
Staff:
Caitlin Magee
Karen Neuger
Greta Ode
Nell Scharff
Kelly Stanton
Jessica Teters
Jennifer Walden

Bret Benjamin
Bob Bolin
Holly Brent
Anne Curley

Julie Emig
Kathy Etz
Chris Hyde

Advisor: Terry Hummer
Special thanks to Fred Kluge and Cheryl Steele.
Photocomposed by D. L. Rice and Associates.
Printed and bound by Printing Arts Press, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
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About the Contributors . . .
Amanda Albrecht is a senior English major from Washington, D.C.
She would rather be in Tulsa, OK, but keeps her sanity by writing mad
cap love poems to her housemates.
Jennifer Barton studied for a semester in Sevilla, Espana last year. She
thinks glow-in-the-dark Play-doh is pretty neat.
Natalie Blake is a first-year student who sings soulful renditions of Joni
Mitchell and is on a quest for a patron-provided acoustic guitar.
Julie Emig is a sophomore English major from Oklahoma (Tulsa!). She
is a card holding member of the Caples elevator bubble blowing club.
Chris Hyde studied at St. Andrews, Scotland for his junior year, and
travelled extensively through Ireland. He likes his beer dark (Murphy's),
and his guitar chords loud.
Nick Hutchinson is a senior English major who studied at the Naropa
Institute in Colorado last year. He seems to enjoy making ambiguous,
late night phone calls to the Hika office.
Courtney Kealy is a senior English major who harbors a dark passion
for art. If you ask her real nicely, she might make you a Deli sandwich.
Sonya Lazarevic is a senior art/sociology major who studied abroad last
year in London. She rides a really cool bicycle.
Albie Nash is a senior English major who studied in Wales last year,
and has great experience hitch-hiking throughout North America. He is
currently working on a children's book.
Michelle Petrucci is a junior art/English major familiar with the
mysteries of Pittsburgh. She cleans her paint brushes on her sweaters.
Noah Reibel is a first-year student from New York, N.Y.. He is into
drama, and can be identified by his predominantly black clothing. He
hopes to be fluent in Spanish by the end of the year.
Matthew Roberts studied at Exeter University last year. He likes to
climb buildings at night, and plays the bongos at odd hours.
Melissa A. Wiley is a sophomore from Selinsgrove, PA. She eluded our
spies for information on contributors. However, we believe she has an
unnatural addiction to apples with peanut butter.
Shannon Yentzer, a senior from Washington, D.C., studied at St. An
drews during her junior year. Amanda Albrecht would like to know if
she will give her a lift home for break.
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